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SYNOPSIS
In the summer of his eighteenth birthday, 
Giulio has decided not to leave and will spend 
his holidays at home, helping his parents 
with the work in the vegetable garden. In 
the next house, uninhabited for some time, a 
twenty-year-old girl arrives. Giulio would 
like to meet her, but Lia is grumpy and 
introverted. 
One day Giulio is swimming in the lake and 
Lia tries to drown him as a joke. Giulio is 
a good boy, sensitive and polite. Attracted 
by her, he starts thinking about her day and 
night. Lia initiates him into strange and 
increasingly dangerous games.
However, the girl does not talk about herself. 
She says she has come alone to spend the 
holidays in the old family house, where she 
has not been since she was a child.
Lia, however, is hiding secrets and does not 
allow anyone to step into her old abandoned 
house. 



DIRECTOR’S 
STATEMENT

The day I found out about my mother’s 
disease, I don’t remember talking 
about it for a long time. I was scared 
and I shut myself away. Sharing those 
emotions wasn’t easy, so I forced 
myself to suppress them and keep them 
away from my life.

For me, the den was the safe place 
where I could hide.

I didn’t realize until much later that 
the den had become something harmful 
and that it only represented my fear 
of not being able to accept the demise.

When I thought about The Den for the 
first time, I saw the image of a house, 
of a shelter within the walls. But 
often we don’t realize that the things 
we fear the most are lurking inside 
ourselves and there’s no wall that can 
protect us.

The Den is a love story between two 
young people divided by a huge wall: 
this mysterious, complicated wall is 
the fear of sharing their emotions, 
especially pain. One of the prevailing
and most terrible aspects of pain is 
the fact that it digs a deep rift around 
those who suffer, isolating them. In 
this way, pain “encloses” them. For 
better or worse, in light and in shadow.

The Den explores the darkness of pain, 
helplessness, fear and desire for 
solitude when facing death; but also 
the way in which light – our need 
for hope and love – weakly tries to 
penetrate that darkness. Light: our 
need for others when facing pain.

Lia is the character carrying inside 
her this great pain that needs to be 
deciphered.

When writing this story, we therefore 
felt the need to reveal her emotions with 
the same difficulty the main characters 
face when trying to understand them. 
Step by step, we slowly come near her
and her mystery through Giulio. Then we 
find ourselves looking at things through 
her eyes, and gradually understanding 
her point of view.
Now it’s time for Lia, by means of 
Giulio’s emotions, to get inside her own 
mystery: the irrationality of pain, the 
relationship between love and death. 
This is her personal unknown.

The greatest challenge we face is 
succeeding in telling the two souls of 
this movie through the eyes of Giulio: 
combining suspense with psychological 
drama. In this particular structure, 
the unknown seduces and scares us, 
it deludes us into thinking that we 
can achieve the truth by silencing 
the emotions. The unknown this movie 
focuses on, instead, and the light that
guides its microscopic zigzagging, are 
just emotions: the more we think we’ve 
understood the characters, the more 
they contradict themselves, they run 
away, they hide. The emotional enigma 
of these characters becomes thicker and 
thicker, more and more complex and the 
mystery that seems to be solved becomes 
more complicated instead.

Behind each frame there’s always 
something ambiguous like emotions, 
giving space to interpretation. The 
shades of this movie will be dark, subtle 
and fragile, immersed in a Nature that
gets gradually disturbed by the 
characters’ emotions. Inside this 
Nature, the den is not only a farmhouse, 
but an inner place; just like Giulio 
enters Lia’s inner pain, so nature will 
enter her den and death won’t be a 
sunset but a rebirth, an act of love.

The den is like the home base we run back to to save ourselves, when we are playing 
hide-and-seek.
The den is a scared animal hiding in fear.
The den is a safe yet narrow place, so narrow that sometimes it becomes inaccessible 
to others.
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Beatrice Baldacci was born in Città di 
Castello in 1993. She studied psychology 
in Padua and then moved to Rome to study 
cinema. While studying directing and 
photography with Daniele Ciprì and Claudio 
Cupellini, she made the fiction short 
film “Corvus Corax” which participated in 
numerous festivals. In 2017 she graduated 
with honours under the supervision of 
Susanna Nicchiarelli with a thesis on 
the border between man and animal and 
anthropomorphisation in cinema. After 
completing her studies, she made some 
experiences on set and in 2018 she won 
the artistic residency Immerge making the 
short documentary film “Un posto sicuro”. 
In 2019 she wins the Premio Zavattini 
18/19 with the autobiographical short film 
“Supereroi senza Superpoteri”, entirely 
made with VHS footage. “Supereroi senza 
superpoteri” has its world premiere at the 
76th Venice International Film Festival 
2019 in the Orizzonti section, where it 
wins a FEDIC Special Mention as the best 
short film of the exhibition. In 2021 she 
makes her first feature film “La Tana”, 
produced by Lumen Films, developed within 
the Biennale College Cinema programme 
2020/21 and premiered at the 78th Venice 
International Film Festival.
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